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Abstract 
Doncel, J.L., A. R.-Grandjein and M.J. Vale, On the homology of commutative algebras, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 79 (1992) 131-157. 
In this paper we use the 2-fold crossed modules introduced by A. R.-Grandjean and M.J. Vale 
(1988) to obtain the Andre-Quillen homology groups in dimensions 0, 1, 2, 3 without simplicial 
theory. 
Introduction 
The main object of this paper is to give a method for computing the homology 
and cohomology groups of a commutative A-algebra B with coefficients in a 
B-module M. We extend the 2-fold crossed module of the theory of groups [2] to 
commutative algebra, and using 2-crossed resolutions and the homotopy operator 
introduced in [lo] we define a homology theory and prove that it coincides with 
the Andre-Quillen theory for n = 0, 1, 2, 3. This linear method allows us to 
obtain the Jacobi-Zariski sequence without using simplicial theory or spectral 
sequences. Finally, we use these results to characterize complete intersection rings 
by the vanishing of the third homology group. The corresponding results for 
cohomology also hold. 
0. Preliminaries 
0.1. 2-fold crossed modules 
Let A be a commutative ring with a unit. 
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Definition 0.1.1. A 2-fold crossed module of commutative algebras is a complex of 
R-modules 
where R is a commutative A-algebra, Q is a commutative R-algebra (not 
necessarily with a unit), a, is a homomorphism of R-algebras and there is an 




with q,,,q, ,q2 E Q and h E H. Hence H is an R-algebra with multiplication 
huh, = bW,J> W,)) 
(h,,,h, E H) and a2 is a homomorphism of R-algebras. Moreover, H is a Q- 
algebra with action 
q*h = (43 %W) 
(qEQ>hEH). 
A morphism of 2-fold crossed modules is a triplet 
where A, : R+ R’ is a homomorphism of A-algebras, f, : Q- Q’ is a homo- 
morphism of R-algebras and fi : H + H’ is a homomorphism of R-modules, such 
that f,& = a;fi. &a, =&f, and f,( , > = ( , )(f, xf,). 
Definition 0.1.2. A projective 2-crossed resolution of an A-algebra B is an exact 
sequence of A-modules 
where 
(1) C,, is an A-algebra which is projective relative to the class of all surjective 
epimorphisms of A-algebras; 
(2) C, is a C,,-algebra (not necessarily with a unit) which is projective relative 
to the class of all surjective epimorphisms of C,,-algebras without a unit; 
(3) CL-ill-f c, (/I C,, is a 2-fold crossed module which is projective relative to 
the class of epimorphisms of 2-fold crossed modules g = (((Y,, 1, 1) ( a, is an 
epimorphism} ; 
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(4) for k 2 3, C, is a projective B-module; 
(5) a, is a homomorphism of C,,-modules, where C,, acts on C, via the 
projection a,, : C,, + B; 
(6) for k 2 4, ak is a homomorphism of B-modules. 
Proposition 0.1.3 [9]. Any commutative A-algebra with a unit has a projective 
2-crossed resolution. 
Proof. Let B be an A-algebra and C,, = A[X,] a polynomial ring such that B is a 
quotient of C,,, with a,, : C,,- B the projection. Let C, = C,T[Ker a,,], the posi- 
tively graded part of the polynomial ring on Ker a,,, and let iJ, : C, -+ C,, be the 
homomorphism of C,,-algebras induced by the inclusion Ker a,, C C,,. Let C; = 
C,,((C, x C,) U Ker a,), the free C,,-module on the disjoint union (C, X C,) U 
Ker a,, and 6 : C;+ Ker a, the homomorphism of C,,-modules given by 
8(x,. y,> =x,y, - a,(Y,>xl 3 X,,Y, E c, ’ 
6(x) = x , xEKera,. 
Put C, = C;IR, R being the C,,-module generated by the relations 
(Ax, + PY,, 2,) - A(x,, 2,) - Pu(Y,~ 2,) 3 
(x,3 AY, + w,) - ‘\(X,? Y,> - /-4x,1 z,> 3 
(x,3 Y,Z,) - (X,Y,, 2,) -a,(zI)(XI~ Y,) 1 
(W,), 1,) -(x,3 %x2)) + a,(x,)x, ’
where A,y E Co; xl.y,,z, E C,; x, E C:. Since 6(R) = 0, there is a homo- 
morphism of C,,-modules a : C, + Ker ?J, with ap = 6, p : Ci-+ C, being the 
projection. Let a2 : C,+ C, be the composition of i, with the inclusion Ker a, C 
C,. The complex 
is a 2-fold crossed module (( , ) : C, x C, -+ C, being the map (x, , y, ) = 
(x, , y , ) + R), which is projective relative to %. Let . . . * C, * C, ~, * . . .-+ 
C, A Ker az + 0 be a projective resolution of the B-module Ker a,. Then the 
complex 
with ?I3 = iq, where i is the inclusion Ker az C C,, is a projective 2-crossed 
resolution. 0 
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0.2. Simplicial theory 
Definition 0.2.1. A simplicial A-algebra B. is a system B. = ((B,,),,,,,, d,, sI) of A- 
algebras B,, together with homomorphisms of A-algebras d, : B,,+, + B,, (called 
face homomorphisms) and si : B,, +, + B,, + 2 (called degeneracy homomor- 
phisms), 0 5 i 5 n + 1, which satisfy the following (simplicial) identities: 
d,d, = d,-,d, , ifi<j, 
s,sj = s ,+ ISi 1 ifisj, 
d,s, = s,_,d, , ifi<j, 
d,s, = s,d,_, , ifi>j+ 1, 
d,s, = d,+,s, = 1 . 
A simplicial morphism f. : B. + BL is a family of homomorphisms of A-algebras 
f, : B,, -+ B:, 3 n 2 0, which commutes with all face and degeneracy homo- 
morphisms. An augmented simplicial A-algebra B.+ B is a simplicial algebra with 
a homomorphism of A-algebras d,, : B. + B such that d,,d,, = d,,d,. A morphism 
of augmented simplicial A-algebras B.+ B and B:-+ B’ is a simplicial morphism 
f. : B.* BI such that d,,A, = d,‘,. 
An n-truncated simplicial A-algebra is a system B. = ((Bk)05L5,,, d,, s,), where 
the d, and s, satisfy the simplicial identities whenever they are defined. 
Definition 0.2.2. The simplicial kernel of the family of homomorphisms of A- 
algebras f, : X-+ Y, 0 5 i 5 n is the A-algebra K with homomorphisms of A- 
algebras p, : K+ X, 0 9 i 5 n:f 1, such that 
(1) f,p, =f,-,p, for all i<j, 
(2) for any family of morphisms q ,:Z+X,O~i~n+l,suchthatf,q,=f,_,q~ 
for all i < j, there exists a unique homomorphism of A-algebras 
satisfying p,q = q,, 0 i i 5 n + 1. Note that K = {(x,,, . . , x,,+ ,) E X”+’ 1 h(x,) = 
f,--,(x1), i(j). 
If B. is a simplicial A-algebra and pi : K,,+, -+ B,, , 0 5 i 5 n + 1, is the simplicial 
kernel of d,: B,,+ B,,_,, Oljsn, one may define degeneracy operators 
r,: B,,+ K,,,,, by r,= (cy, ,,,. . ,a,,,), where aYI,=s,-,dr if i<j, a,,=s,di_l if 
i>j+l anda;,+,=a,,=l. 
Definition 0.2.3. An augmented simplicial A-algebra B.- B is said to be split if 
there is a family of homomorphisms of A-algebras {s,, + , : B,, + B,z+ ,},,< _, (where 
B -1 = B), called a contraction, satisfying the identities 
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disn =s,_,d,, forOsi<n, 
sp, = s, + ,si > forOSiSn, 
d,,s, = I 
In [4] it is proven that B. -+ B is split if and only if B.+ B is acyclic (i.e. the 
homomorphisms E,, = (d,,, . . . , d,,) : B, + K,,, n 2 1, and d,, : B,,+ B are sur- 
jective). 
Definition 0.2.4. Let B. be a simplicial A-algebra on B. The Moore complex of B. 
is the complex of A-modules 
MB. : . . . -+ (MB.), “’ -(MB.),,-, +. . .+ (MB.), 
fi (MB.),& (MB.), A B,, , 
where 
(MB.),, = Ker d,, fl Ker d, n . . . f~ Ker d,,_, 
and 6, = 4 1 (MR.),, . 
An augmented simplicial A-algebra is acyclic if and only if MB. is exact and 
B = Coker 6,. 
Definition 0.2.5. If B. is a simplicial A-algebra, we define the complex of 
A-modules 
ik 
B,:...~B,+,~B,,i-...~B,~B, L B,, , 
with differential 
a, = i (-l)‘d, , nzl. 
0 
It is shown in [l] that the homology modules of the complexes (B,, a,) and 
(MB., 6,) are isomorphic. Thus B, is acyclic if and only if MB. is acyclic. 
Definition 0.2.6 [l]. A simplicial resolution of an A-algebra B is an augmented 
simplicial A-algebra B.* B such that B, is a resolution of B and B,, is a free 
A-algebra for all n 2 0. 
Definition 0.2.7. Let B. be a simplicial resolution of the A-algebra B and M a 
B-module. Consider the following simplicial B-module 
136 .I. L. Doncrl et al 
Dif(B. /A, M) : . . . R 
where the face and degeneracy homomorphisms are induced by the corresponding 
morphisms of B. on the modules of Kaeler differentials. 
The And&-Quillen homology modules [l] of the A-algebra B with coefficients 
in M, Andi(B, M), are the homology modules of the complex 
Dif(BiA, M), : . . .* fl,,,..,, @~,,,M&fl,,~_,~, gH,,_, M+ . . . 
The normalized complex of the complex Dif(B/A, M).+ is the complex obtained 
by forming the quotient of OR,,iA B8,, M by the submodule N,, generated by the 
images of the degeneracy homomorphisms. The differential A,, is induced by A,,, 
since A,,(N,,) C N,,_,. We denote this complex by DifN(B/A, M),. The homology 
modules of this complex coincide with And:(B, M) [6]. 
Proposition 0.2.8. The category of2-fold crossed modules of commutative algebras 
is equivalent to the category of 2-truncated simplicial algebras B. such that B2 
satisfies the folio wing conditions: 
(*) 
(Ker d,,)(Ker d, n Ker d2) = 0 , 
(Ker d,)(Ker d,, n Ker d2) = 0, 
(Ker dz)(Ker d,, n Ker d,) = 0. 
Proof. Consider the Moore complex of B. 
i, 1
MB. : Ker d,, n Ker d, --+ Ker d,,* B,, . 
With the map ( , ) : Ker d,, X Ker d,, +Kerd,,ilKerd, given by (x,, y,)= 
s,(x,)(s, - S,,)(Y,), “lJ,I 1 E Ker d,,, MB. is a 2-fold crossed module. 
Conversely, let H --+ Q - ” R be a 2-fold crossed module. Consider the 
2-truncated simplicial algebra 
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H. : WQIQI 
where Q]R is the A-algebra semi-direct product of Q by R (i.e. the A-module 
Q x R, with multiplication (q, r)( q’, r’) = (qq’ + rq’ + r’q, rr’), q,q’ E Q, 
r,r’ E R); H]Q is the Q-module with action 
q(h, 4’) = (d,(qV - (4’1 4L 9’4) 
and H]Q]Q is the R-module with action 
r(k 4, 4’) = (rh’, rq, V’) 
(h E H, q,q’ E Q, r E R). The face homomorphisms are defined by 
d,,(q, 4 = r , d,(q, 4 = d,(q) + r, 
d,,(k 4, q’, r> = (q’, 4 I d, (h, q, 9’. r> = (q + q’, r> , 
d,(h, 9, q’, r) = (Uh) + 4, a,(q’) + 4 
and the degeneracy homomorphisms by 
q,(r) = (0, 4 , s,,(q, 4 = C&O. 4, 4 , s,(q, r> = (0, q, 0, r) , 
with hEH,q,q’EQandrER.;) 
The 2-fold crossed module H’- Q -% R satisfies Im ~3~ = Ker ~3,) if and only 
if the corresponding 2-truncated simplicial algebra is such that E = (d,,, d,, dZ) : 
XI-+ K, is a surjective homomorphism. 0 
Proposition 0.2.9. Let B be an A-algebra and B. the truncation at level 2 of the 
simplicial resolution constructed by Andre [l]. Consider the ideal 6% of B2 
generated by the relations (*) of Proposition 0.2.8. Since d,(3) = 0, i = 0,1,2, the 
2-truncated simplicial A-algebra B: 
exists, and its Moore complex 
MB: : C,A C, ‘)I B,, 
is a 2-fold crossed module, projective relative to %, which is a component of a 
projective 2-crossed resolution of the A-algebra B. 
138 J. L. Dowel et ni. 
Proof. Clearly, B,, is a free A-algebra. By construction, C, = Bi[S] is a B,,- 
algebra that is projective relative to the class of surjective homomorphisms of 
B,,-algebras without a unit. Let A : A2 - 
fiZ A fil 6: 
,-A,, and A’ : AAd 
61 
A, - A ,, be Z-fold crossed modules, and (a,, 1,l) : A’ 4 A a morphism in %. 
Let ( f7, f,, J;,) : MB.-+ A be a morphism of a-fold crossed modules 
By Proposition 0.2.9 there are corresponding morphisms of 2-truncated simpli- 
cial algebras (p?, 1, 1) and (gi, g, , go) 
B. : 
BI. : 
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Let s : A,]A ,]A ,]A(, -+ A;]A,]A,]A,, be a section of p2 commuting with 
degeneracies, STY) = ~6, SY, = ri. Since s(,, s, : B, + B, are homomorphisms of free 
A-algebras mapping variables to variables, the homomorphism g, : B2--;, 
41 A ,I A,, given by g2(X) = (&P)(X) f or each variable X, is such that p2gz = g;p 
and ( g7, g,, g,,) is a simplicial morphism. Since gz(%!) = 0 there is an induced 
homomorphism 
hl : B,l% + A;]A ,]A ,]A,, 
such that &h2 = g;. The simplicial morphism (h,, g,, g,,) yields, by virtue of 
Proposition 0.2.8, a morphism of 2-fold crossed modules (f;, f,, f,,) : MB.+ A’, 
where a2 fi = f,. 0 
1. Homology theory 
1.1. The homology modules H,,(BIA, M), n 2 0 
Definition 1.1.1. Let B be a commutative A-algebra with a unit and M a 
B-module. We define the homology modules of B with coefficients in M, 
H,(BIA, M), to be the homology modules of the complex 
%@M:.. .+C,&M ~C,,_,@,M+.4’,@,M 
%(C’/(C,, C,))@,M=(C,iP)@,.,,M 
ii,’ 
- f&A @3,,, M 7 
where 
is a projective 2-crossed resolution of B; P is the subgroup of C, generated by all 
elements of the form x,y, - d,(y,)x,,x,,y,~C,, (C,,C,)isthesubgroupofC, 
generated by (xl, y, ), x, ,y, E C, , and the homomorphisms a,- are induced by 
the corresponding di. 
Note that H,(BIA, M) does not depend on the chosen projective 2-crossed 
resolution of B, for if % and %” are projective 2-crossed resolutions of B, then the 
complexes % @M and %‘@ M are homotopic in the usual sense [lo]. 
Definition 1.1.2. Let % be a projective 2-crossed resolution of B. We denote by 
D(%‘) the following complex of B-modules 
D(%):O+J, 2 C,/(C,, C,)&C,/P)@,-,,B 
z f&z, @‘c;, B + 0 , 
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where JZ = Ker a,, %(Y,)=Y,+(C,,C,) (YZEJ,), %(x,+(C,~C,H= 
(W,) + P) @%,, 1 n (x1_ E C,) and 4((x, + p)@(,,b) = h(a,(~,))@~,,b (x, E C,, 
h: C,,+O. (,,/,_, the universal A-derivation). 
Lemma 1.1.3. Let M be a B-module. The homology modules of the complex 
D(%) BR M coincide with the modules H,,(BIA, M) for 0 5 n 5 3. 
Proof. For n = 0,l the assertion is trivial. For n = 2, since J2 gLI M = Coker a,. , it 
follows from the commutativity of the triangle 
cZ,@,~ M’iZ’, (Cz&G C,))@3,M 
d /&,,I 
Jz@, M 
For n = 3, the result is obtained from the following commutative diagram with 
exact rows and columns: 
Im a,, - Im a,, 
5 ;,I. I 
0~ Ker a,, - C,@,M~ W&C,. C,))@BM ~0 
4 4 Ob Ker a,* m Jz g3, M z I (C2/(C,, C,))@,M--5,0 0 
Lemma 1.1.4. Let (e be a projective 2-crossed resolution of B. We write J, for 
Kera,, i?O. Then: 
(1) H,(B/A. M) = Ker {a,, : J,,@c,, M* O,.~l.,, @(,, M}, where cyo is the homo- 
morphism of B-modules o,,(~,,@~.~,m) = h(x,,) @,,,m, x,, E J,,, m E M. 
(2) H,(B/A, M) = Ker {cy, : (J,/P)@c,, M-+(C,/P)@,.,,M}, where (Y, is the 
homomorphism of B-modules induced by the inclusion J, I P C C, IP. 
(3) H,(BIA,M)=Ker{6,~,1:J~~AM~(C2~(C,1C,))~3RM}. 
To identify the modules H,(BIA. M) with the Andre-Quillen modules 
And: (B, M), i = 1,2,3, we use a projective 2-crossed resolution of B, %, contain- 
ing the projective 2-fold crossed module constructed in Proposition 0.2.9, and the 
normalized complex DifN(B/A, M), of Definition 0.2.7. 
1.2. Computation of H,,(BIA, M) (n = 1,Z) as the Andre-Quillen homology 
groups 
Proposition 1.2.1. The f?,,-bilinear map 
cp, : J,, x M-+DifN(B,/A, M)iIm L& 
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given by 
cp,(x, m) = -[h,(~,)@~, ml + Im &, 
where ~,EB,, is such that e(y,)=(O,x) (&=(d,,,d,):B,*K,), h,:B,+ 
D B,,A is the universal A-derivation and [ ] is the class module N, (see Definition 
0.2.7) induces a homomorphism 
cp; : H,(BIA, M)-Andf(B, M). 
Proof. cp, is well defined, for if y; E B, is such that I = (0, x), then y; = 
y, + r, rEKer d,, n Ker d,. Since d,[hz(s,(r))@,,m] = [h,(r)@,,m], then 
-[h,(yl)@,,ml+lm&= -[h,(y,)@B, m] + Im &. it is easy to prove that ‘p, is 
B,,-bilinear. Thus there is an induced homomorphism 
‘p, : JU@,,M-+DifN(B,!A, M)/Im 2,. 
Denote by a”, : DifN(B,IA, M)/Im 2 2+ Dif(B,,lA, M) the homomorphism in- 
duced by A,. Since the diagram 
4, @B,, M a DifN(B,/A, M)IIm & 
< /4y 
Dif(B,,lA, M) 
is commutative, there exists an induced homomorphism cp; : H,(B/A, M)+ 
Andf(B, M) Cl 
Theorem 1.2.2. ‘pi : H,(B/A, M)+Andp(B, M) is an isomorphism, 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
B. : . . 
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where pi : K,+ B,, (i = 0,l) is the simplicial kernel of d,, : B,,+ B, 
d : K, * J, mB,\ B is the A-derivation d(x,,, xl,) = (xh - x,,) B8,, 1, (J,, gBC, B) being 
a K,-module via d,,p,, : K, -+ B), r,, = (1, 1) : B,,+ K,and dr,, = 0. If pi : K;-+ K, 
(j = 0,1,2) is the simplicial kernel of p, : K, --$ B,, (i = O,l), then d(p; - p; + 
pi) = 0. Since de : B, 3 J,, @I~,] B is an A-derivation, there is a homomorphism of 
B,-modules f : flRIIA + J,,@,,, B such that f(h,(x,)) = d&(x,), x, E B,. Let 
* = (-f)@,, I,!4 : Dif(B, /A, M) -+ J,, CG3,11 M. Since 
there is an induced homomorphism 4’ : DifN(B,/A, M)--, J,, ~53~~~ M. If E’ = ( ed,,, 
Ed,, &d,):B,-tK;,thende(d,,-d,+d?)=d(p;-P;+p;)e’=O.Let 
I,!J, : DifN(B,IA, M)iIm &* J,,‘@E,,M 
be the homomorphism induced by 4’. Then the commutative diagram 
J,, BD,, M z DifN(B,/A, M)/Im a, 
&/I 
DifN(B,,IA, M) 
induces a homomorphism $1 : Andt(B, M)-+ H,(B/A, M). Since $1’p, = 1 and 
‘p,tJ, = 1, cp; : H,(B/A, M)+AndF(B, M) is an isomorphism. 0 
Proposition 1.2.3. The map cpz : (J,/P) X M-+DifN(B21A, M)iIm A, given by 
(P& + f’, m> =[h,(y,) BB,, ml + Im a,  
where yzE B, satisfies &(y,)=(O,O,x) (F= (d,,,dl,d2): B2+ K2), h2: B,+ 
0 HZ,r4 is the universal A-derivation and [ ] is the class module N2, is B,,-bilinear and 
induces a homomorphism of B-modules 
‘P; : H,(BIA, M) 3 Andf(B, M) . 
Proof. If x = X,Y, - a,(y,)x,, xl,yl E C, = Kerd,,, then 4s,(xl)s,(y,) - 
s,(x,)so(y,)) = (O,O, x), and hence +(x + P, m) = 0 for all m E M. The proof that 
(p? is independent of the element y2 E B2 satisfying E( y2) = (0, 0, x) is similar to the 
proof given in Proposition 1.2.1. Thus (pz is well defined. Moreover, qr is a B,,- 
bilinear map, and so there is an induced homomorphism of B,,-modules 
(~2 : (J,/P> @,j,, M -+DifN(B,/A, M)IIm a,. 
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Let cp; : (C,/P) @QBl, M+ DifN(B,IA, M) be the homomorphism of B,-modules 
given by 
VX(X, + P) @B{] m) = [h,(x,) @E+ ml 
and a”, : DifN(B2/A, M)IIm A3 + DifN(B,/A, M) the homomorphism induced by 
& : DifN(B,IA, M) -+ DifN(B,/A, M). Then the square 
(4 /P) @B,, M --% DifN(B,/A, M)IIm a, 
I- I- 
32 
(C,IP) ,,, MA DifN(B,/A, M) 
is commutative. Thus there exists an induced homomorphism 
cp; : H,(BIA, M)+ Andt(B, M) 0 
Theorem 1.2.4. ‘pi : H,(BIA, M) + Andf(B, M) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
&j$ QB,, d,, ,B 
I 



















Let d : K,+ (J,IP) gB,, B be the homomorphism of A-modules given by 
4x,,4,xl)=((X, - xj + x’,’ - (s&,)(x,)) + P) BB,, 1,. Clearly, dr,, = 0, dr, = 0. 
Since B, z C,]B,,, each y E K, is of the form 
Y = ((Y,> Y,,)? (Yl, Y,,), (y;> d,(Y,) +Yo)) 
withd,(y,-y;+y;‘)=O,y,,yl,ylEC,,andy,EB,,.Fory,zEK,, 
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Thus d is an A-derivation. Moreover, d( pi, - p: + pi - p:) = 0, where p’, : K_{ + K2 
(j = 0,1,2,3) is th e simplicial kernel of p, : K,+ B, (i = 0,1,2). 
Consider the homomorphism F = (d,,, d,, d2) : B>--, K,. The map de : B,+ 
(J,lP)@3,,, B is an A-derivation. Let + : 12B2,A + (J,/P)@,,, B be the corre- 
sponding homomorphism of B,-modules. The homomorphism JI gR, 1 M : 
Dif(B,lA, M)+ (J,IP) GQBil M vanishes for Nz, for 
W&s2 L&W,(YJP%,~) = W~,)bO%,,~~ 
=((dr,)(y,))@,,,nz=O, i=O,l. 
Let $’ : DifN(BZIA, M)+ (1,/P) EJ~,, M be the homomorphism induced by 
J/@&l. 
Since d&(d,, - d, + d, - d3) = d( pi, - p’, + pi - pII)&‘ = 0, JI’ vanishes on 
Im a,. Hence sl/’ factors through 
I& : DifN(B,/A, M)/Im &-+(J,lP)@,,, M - 
Consider the A-derivation 6 : B, + (C,iP) @,+ B given by 
G,) = ((Xl - W,,)(x, 1) + P) 88,) 18 
and let I,$‘; : DifN(B,/A, M)+ (C,/P)@J8,, M be the homomorphism 
$‘~(h,(x,)@,, yn) = 6(~,)63.,~m. The diagram 






DifN(B,/A, M)-----+ (Cl/P) a,, M 
is commutative and hence there is an induced homomorphism $i : 
Andc(B, M)-+ H,(BIA, M). Since &(pl = 1 and (p7& = 1, cpi : H&B/A, M)- - _ 
And$(B, M) is an isomorphism. 0 
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1.3. H,(BIA, M), the third Andrd-Quillen homology module 
Lemma 1.3.1. Let p: : K; + B,l#! (i = 0,1,2,3) be the simplicial kernel of d’ : 
B,lZ -+ B, (i = 0,1,2). There is an A-derivation d : K: + J, such that d(pb - p: + 
pk - p; + pi) = 0, where p: : Ki-+ K; (i = 0,1,2,3,4) is the simplicial kernel of 
p: : Ki + B,l% and dr, = 0 (i = 0,1,2), the Y, : B21% + Kj being the degeneracy 
homomorphisms. 
Proof. Let pi : K3+ B, (i = 0,1,2,3) be the simplicial kernel of d, : B, + B, 
(i =0,1,2), E = (d,,, d,, d?, d3) : B,--, K,, and p’ : K, + K; the homomorphism 
induced by p : Bz+ B,l!9i!. Consider the diagram 
“7: 7.; -:‘;‘~B,~B~,~B 
M(B:):O-J,-Cl----C,-B,,-B 
Let d : Ki-+ J1 be the homomorphism of A-modules given by 
d(x,, + 32, x, + %, x2 + 9, x, + 3) 
= (-x,, + x, - xl + xi - (s,,d,)(x,,) - (s,dz)(x,) 
+ (s,dT)(xn) + (s,,d,,)(x,)) + z . 
Since Bz/S z C,]C,]C,]B,,, the elements of K; are of the form 
X=((x,,x,, Y,, x,,), (&3x;, y,,x,,), (4>.4 -x,,x1 fY,,X,,) > 
(x;d~(.~~-x;)++‘, -x,,a,(x,)+x,,a,(Y,)+x,,)), 
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with d,(x,-XI?++x:)=0, x~,x;,x';,x~EC~, xl,ylEC,, x,,EBo. Thus, 
d(X) = -x2 + xi - x’; + x2” E I,. Let 
X’= ((z,, z,, Wl, zo>, ($7 4, w,, z,,), (z’i, 4 - Z,? 2, w,, ZJ, 
<z;, %(z2 - 4 - a2(-Q) 21, d,(w,) + 4) 
another element 
d( XX’) 
The properties of ( , ) : C, x C, --, C, and the conditions a2(x2 - xi + x’; - xr) = 
0 and a2(z2 - .zk + z; - z:) = 0 now imply that 
d(XX’) = -x0z2 - Z”XZ + x,,z; + z,,x; - x,,z; - z,,xq + z,,x,” + x,,zf 
= x,,d(X’) + z,d(X) = Xd(X’) + X’d(X) 
The proofs that d(p:, -p’, +p; -p;) = 0 and dri = 0 (i = 0,1,2) are 
straightforward. 0 
Lemma 1.3.2. Let f : B,l%! ---f C, be the map given by 
f(yz) = -Y, + (GdlJ(y,) + (s;d;)(y,) - (s;d;,)(yz) 3 
y2 E Bzl!3!. Let 6 = rrf, where v : C,+ C,l( C,, C,) is the projection. Then: 
(1) 6 : B,l% + C,l ( C,, C, ) is an A-derivation; 
(2) 6s: = 0, i = 0,l; 
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(3) the following diagram is commutative: 
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Proof. The proofs of (1) and (2) are analogous to the proof of Lemma 1.3.1. The 




Let M be a B-module. There are homomorphisms of B-modules 
Jz BR M+ DifN(B,/A, M) /Im &, , 
cpl: C,I(C,, C,)@BM-tDifN(B21A,M) 
that make the diagram 
*z 
J2 @lB M-DifN(BJA, M)/lm 2, 
I 9 I- J3 
C,/(C,, C&Ma DifN(B,/A, M) 
commutative, where a”, is the homomorphism induced by a, : DifN(B,/A, M) + 
DifN(B,lA, M). Hence, there is a homomorphism ‘pi : H,(B/A, M)+ 
And;(B, M). 
Proof. Let (p7 : J2 x M+DifN(B,/A, M)/Im & be the map given by 
where ~‘4 y3) = (0, 0, 0, x), h, : B3-, flBzin is the universal A-derivation and [ ] is 
the class module Ni. Let Cpl: (C,/(C,, C,)) x M*DifN(B,/A, M) be the map 
cPl(x, + (C,, C,), m) = [A,(-y,)@,,ml, where P(Y,)=x,. & and cP[,l are B- 
linear maps and the homomorphisms of B-modules induced ‘p? and cp’; verify 
4~3 = ‘~‘;a, . 0 
Theorem 1.3.4. p’, : H,(BIA, M)+Andf(B, M) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Let d : K;+ J2 the A-derivation constructed in Lemma 1.3.1. The compo- 
sition dp’e : B3* J2 is an A-derivation. Let q!~ : 0B3,,, -+ J2 be the homo- 
morphism of B,-modules given by $(h,(y,)) = dp’e(y3), and +!t’ = 
+%,I, : Dif( B,IA , M) + J2 Bu M. Since $’ vanishes on iVi, it induces a homo- 
morphism I+!? : DifN(B3/A, M)+ J2 Bfi M. From @‘(Im d,) = 0 it follows 
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that I,!/’ factors through I,!+ : DifN(B,/A, M)/Im a,+ J2 aB M. (~34~ = 1 and 
&ti(oi = 1. Similarly, we obtain a homomorphism $: : Dif”(B?/A, M)+ 
Cl/( C,, C,)) gR M. Moreover, the following diagram is commutative: 





DifN(BZIA, M)L C&C,, C,)@,M 
Thus there is an induced homomorphism $‘, : Andf(B, M)+ H,(B/A, M). It 
is trivial to show that ‘p; and $\ are inverse to each other. 0 
2. The Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence 
0 3 
Let CF :...~C,~C,~,-,...~C,-ll,Cz~C, AC,,aB+O be 
the projective 2-crossed resolution of the A-algebra B constructed in Proposition 
0.1.3. Let J2 = Ker a, and D(g) be the complex defined in Definition 1.1.2. 
Proposition 2.1. Let A * B+ C be a sequence of ring homomorphisms. Let % 
(resp. %‘) be a projective resolution of B over A (resp. C over B). Then there 
exists a projective 2-crossed resolution of C over A, %“, and homomorphisms 
%+ (e”-+ %’ extending A-+ B+ C such that the sequence 
o+ D(%)+ D(%“)_-, D(%‘)*O 
is exact and split, except that D,(%)@,l C+ D,(%“) may not be injective. 
Proof. Let C,, = A[X,], C,‘, = B[Y,], S = A[X,, Y,], g : A[X,]+ S be the inclu- 
sion, p, : S+ Cl, be the homomorphism induced by p : C,,+ B and p” = pp,. The 
sequence of C-modules 
is exact and split. Let J,, = Ker p, Jl, = Ker p’ and 1:; = Ker p”, and let ,g : J(,-+ Jii 
and p, : JII -+ J(, be the homomorphisms induced by g and p, respectively. The 
homomorphism p, is surjective and Ker p, = J,,@,.,,S = J(,S. Let C, = Ci[JJ be 
the positively graded part of the polynomial ring on J,,. Similarly C{ = C’:,‘[Jb] 
and Cp = S[J,, U J,),]. Consider the diagram 
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where y is the homomorphism of S-algebras induced by 1 Jh : J,‘,-+ Jl’, 
4 : S’[ J,]-+ J,,S is that induced by a : J,, --$ J,,S (a(~,,) = x,,l, for xc, E J,,) and 
h : S’[JX]+ Ji( is a homomorphism of S-algebras such that p,h = y. Let i, and i2 
be the inclusions in the coproduct, u = (Cp, h) and r2 the projection. Since 
p,u = yrr2, there is a homomorphism of S-algebras U” : Ker v?* J,,S such that 
LIT: = p!u”, where n: and p: are the kernel homomorphisms of rr? and p1 
respectively. Plainly $ is surjective. Thus U” is surjective and so is ~1. Further- 
more, the restriction of n7 to Ker z4 is an epimorphism ~‘1 : Ker u + Ker y. 
Let g’ : Ci[J,,]- C’,’ be the composition of the homomorphism induced by 
g : C,,+S and i,, and rr : Cy- Cl the composition of 7~~ with p: : S’[J:,]-+ C; 
(the homomorphism induced by p, : S+ C(i). Consider the diagram 
Ker j $----, C, ’ :, J,,t--+ C,,A B 
where g” : Ker j+Keru, rr’:Keru+Kerj’ and py’:Kery-+Ker j’ are the 
homomorphisms induced by g’, 7~ and pr respectively. Since r’ = p:‘n-;, then ?r’ 
is an epimorphism. 
From the isomorphisms (C, lP) @c,, B G C,,(J,,) a(,,, B (where C,,(J,,) is the 
free C,,-module on Jo), (C’,‘/P”) Bs C’z S(JII)@,Y C and (C;lP’) @(.;, C z 
C,‘)( J:,) @J~.~, C, we obtain the exact split sequence 
O+((C,IP)@,;, B)@T~~ C+(C’,‘IP”)@‘, C+(C;?p’)@,., C-+0. 
Consider the free C,,-module on the disjoint union (C, X C,) U Ker j. 
C,,((C, x C,> U Ker i) 
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and similarly S((Cq X CT) U Ker j U Ker j’) and C6((CI X Cl) U Ker j’). Let 
g, : C,,((C, x C,) U Ker i) -+ S((C’,’ X C’,‘) U Ker j U Ker j’) be the homomor- 
phism of C,,-modules given by g,(x,, Y,)= (g+(xA g+(~,)) (x,>Y, E C,), 
g,(a)=aforaEKer jandr, : S((C’,’ X C’,‘) U Ker j U Ker j’)-) CX((Ci X Cl) U 
Ker j’) the homomorphism of S-modules given by n,(x’i, d) = (G-(X’:), R-( y’i)) 
(x’i, y’i E C;), V,(U) = 0 if a E Ker j and n,(b) = b if b E Ker j’. Let u’ : S((Cq X 
C;‘)UKer jUKer j’) + Ker u be the homomorphism of S-modules 
u ’ (2; ) y'; ) = x’; y'; - a'l(y';)x'; ) x'i,y'l E cg ) 
U’(U) = s’(a) > aEKer j, 
u’(b) = n(b) > b E Ker j’ , 
where 7 : S(Ker j) * Ker u is a lifting of y ’ : S(Ker j’) + Ker j’ (the homo- 
morphism of S-modules induced by lKer ,, : Ker j’* Ker j’). 
S((C; x C;) U Ker j) & S((C’,’ x Cl) U Ker j U Ker j’) +-% S(Ker j’) 
Let s : Ker j’ + S(Ker j’) be a section of y ‘. If y E Ker u’, then y - 
(u’j2sr’)( Y) E K er rr’. Thus in order to prove u’ is surjective it is sufficient to 
show that all x E Ker 7~’ come from S((C’,’ X C’;) U Ker j U Ker j’) by u’. If 
a E Ker u fl S’[J,,] = (Ker j)@,, S, then a is the image by u’ of an element of 
S(Ker j). If a E Ker u II ((Ker rr’) - S’[J,,]), then 
a= C Ytz, + C 'jY', 2 y[,Y;~~+[J(,I > z,=+[J(,I, s,= 
ItI jrf 
= u’ c (Y,, zi) + b  1 , 
IEl 
where C&I (Y,, z,) E Wl x Cl) and b E S(Ker j) is that such u’(b) = 
C;E, ‘(‘,)Y, + C jE./ ‘,Y’,’ 
Let R be the submodule of C,((C, X C,) U Ker j) generated by the relations of 
Proposition 0.1.3 and, R’ (resp. R”) the CI,-module (resp. S-module) of CA((CI X 
Ci) U Ker j’) (resp. S((C’,’ x Cy) U Ker j U Ker j’)) generated by similar rela- 
tions. Since g,(R) C R” (resp. n,(R”) C R’) there is an induced homomorphism 
between the quotients g, : C,-+ C; (resp. 7~~ : Cl- C;). Since 6(R) = 0, 
u’(R”) = 0 and 6 ‘(R’) = 0, 6, CL’ and 6’ factor through a : C2-+ Ker j, 
a” : Cz --+ Ker u’ and a’ : C;+ Ker j’ respectively. g’a = #‘g,, and r’#’ = a’rr,. 
Moreover, ai being the composition of a” with the inclusion Ker u C Cy, and a; 
being the composition of u with the inclusion ./I[ C S, 
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a; c;- c, a; ‘I--+ s 
is a projective 2-fold crossed module for which (x’i, y’: > = (x’:, y’i) + R”. Since 
C,/( C,, C,) (resp. C;/( C’,‘, Cy) and C;/( Cl, Cl)) is the free B-module (resp. 
C-module) over Ker j (resp. Ker j U Ker j’ and Ker j’) we obtain the following 
exact split sequence: 
Finally, put .I2 = Ker 8, .I;’ = Ker #’ and Ji = Ker a’, and let g’, : J2+ 1;’ and 
’ . 
TTTI. .I;- .I; be the homomorphisms induced by g, and z-, We have to prove the 




Consider the diagram 
’ S(( C, x C, ) U Ker j) -Ker jCGRS 
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n-‘, : J:+ J; is an epimorphism because r’,q’ is an epimorphism and 
q” : Ker u’-+ J’ is the projection (this result follows from the diagram 
0 - Ker ( q”n’, ) 
(,,‘)A 











TT i‘,” Y’R, w’ 
O-------2 J; 
( I! )” I I/ 1 
’ c; f Ker j’ - 0 
since ~1’ : Ker( q’r,) + Ker 7-r’ is an epimorphism). Plainly, n’,( g’, QQB C) = 0. Let 
x’: + R” E Ker n’, We may assume that xl: E Ker ti f7 Ker u’, because S(R”) = R’ 
(G? : Ker c1’-+ Ker 6 ’ being the homomorphism induced by r, : S((C’,’ x CT) U 
Ker j U Ker j’)+ C,i((Cl x Cl) U Ker j’)). Using the relations of R” we have 
x1 = C (a,, K,) - C (K,, a,) + C s’j(b,, bj) + C s,” g, + r”, 
,EI rtl IEJ nEN 
where a,,b,,bi E S’[J,,], K; E S’(J,!,], g,, ~Ker j = J,, s’i,sf E S and r”E R”, and 
where K, (i E I), appears only once in each sum. Since x: E Ker u’, 
(1) z[ u(a,)K, = 0, and 
(2) c u(K,)a, + u’ 
1EI 
($(b,; bj) + n;N$?,,] =O. 
Hence Al = 0 for all i E I, so that a, = u’(x,) E (Ker j) BK S for all i E I. 
Taking 
a=-~,u(K,)s,+,~,s’~(b,_b:)+,~~~s:g,,E(KcrS)~,S 
it follows that 
Thus 
,r 
X2 - a = c (a,, K,) - c (K,, a,) + 2 u(K,)x, + r”E R" 
IEI IEI ISI 
x; + R” = a + R” = (g’, gR C)(u(u)) . q 
Theorem 2.2. Let A + B---f C be a sequence of ring homomorphisms and h4 a 
C-module. There exist exact sequences 
H,(B/A, M)+ H,(CIA, M)+ H,(CIB, M) 
+ H,(BIA, M)+ H,(CIA, M)--, . . .-+ H,(CIB, M) 
+ H,,(B/A, M)+ H,,(CIA, M)* &(CIB, M)+O , 
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O+ H’(CIB, M)+ @(CIA, M)+ H”(BIA, M)+ H’(CIB, M) 
+. . .--, H3(CIB, M)+ H’(CIA, M)* W’(B/A, M) . 
3. Complete intersection rings 
Lemma 3.1. Given the commutative diagram 
A-B 
of ring homomorphisms and a B’-module M, then if Torf(B, A’) = 0 for i = 1,2,3, 
there exist isomorphisms 
H,(BIA, M) g H,(B’/A’, M) for n = 0,1,2,3 




where Co, C,, Ci are free A-modules. Since Torf(B, A’) = 0 (i = 1,2,3), the 
complex 
F~3,A’:O~Ker6,~,A’~CS~,A’- C, gA A’ 
is exact. Hence 
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is exact. Moreover, C,, BA A’ is a free A’-algebra, 
(C,, @)A A’)-algebra without a unit and 
is a projective 2-crossed module relative to the class %‘, where ( , ) : (C, @A A’) x 
C, @3)A ’ is a projective 
(C, BA A’)+ C,BA A’ is given by (x, @A a, y, BA b) = (xr, y,) @)A ab. It is 
easily seen that the morphism g : T(%‘)+ T(V) @A A’, given by gj : C,+ 
C, @‘n A’, g,(x,) = x, @A I/,,, induces an isomorphism between the complexes 
D(%) BB M and D(% ‘) gR, M, %’ being a 2-crossed resolution of B’ extending 
T(%)@/, A’. 0 
Proposition 3.2. Let (A, m, K) be a local Noetherian ring and a E A. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) a is a nonzero divisor in A, 
(2) H,((A/(a))/A, M) = 0, n = 2,3, for all (Al(a))-modules M, 
(3) HZ((Al(a)) /A, K) = 0. 
Proof. We first show that (1) 3 (2). Consider the polynomial ring in one variable 
A[X] and the ring homomorphism (Y : A[X] -+ A, where a(X) = a. Applying the 







where p : A* A/(a) is the projection, we have 
H,,((A/(a))/A,M)‘H,,(AIA[X],M)=O, n=2,3. 
(2)x3)’ 1s o VIOUS. We now show (3) + (1). Let % be the following projective b 
2-crossed resolution of the A-algebra A/(a) 
C, = A’[X] and a,(X) = a. Write Ker a, = J,. The sequence 
O+ H,((A/(a))/A, M)*(J,/P)@, K+(C,/P)@/, K+(u)@~ K+O 
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is exact. Since (Cl/P)@, KzAAA Kz K, then (J,/P)@, K~H2((A/(a))I 
A, M) = 0. Thus J,/P r arm(a) = 0, and a is a nonzero divisor in A. q 
Theorem 3.3. Let (A, m, k) be a local Noetherian ring and I an ideal of A, The 
conditions 
(1) Z is generated by an A-sequence, 
(2) H,((A/Z)/A, M) = 0, n = 2,3, for all (A/Z)-modules M, and 
(3) H?((AIZ)IA, K) = 0, 
are equivalent. 
Proof. (l)*(2) Let {a ,,... , a,,,} be an A-sequence which generates I. We 
proceed by induction on m. For m = 1, the assertion follows from Proposition 3.2. 
For m > 1, it follows from the Jacobi-Zariski sequence applied to A + 
Al(a,)-+ AIZ and by the induction hypothesis. 
(2) + (3) is obvious. To prove (3) + (l), let {a,, . , a,,,} be a minimal system 
of generators of I. Consider the following projective resolution of the A-algebra 
A/Z: 
Y: . . ‘-+ c,- “’ C+A+[X,,. . ,X,,+AA AlZ+O, 
where a, (X,) = a,, 0 5 i 5 m. Let J, = Ker a,. The sequence 
O+ H,((AIZ)/A, M)+(J,iP)@, K 
+(A+[X,, . . ,X,,]lP)@* K-Z@,,, K-+0 
is exact. Since (A’(X,, . . , X,,]lP) @A K E (A(X,, . . , X,,)) BA K z K”‘, then 
dim,((A+[X,, . . ,X,n]/P)@, K) = n = dim,(Z@~ K) . 
Thus 
Since J,/P = H,(K(a,, . . . , a,,); A) is th e rs group of the Koszul homology, fi t 
then H,(K(a,, . . , am); A) = 0. Thus {a,, . . , a,} is an A-sequence. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let (A, m, K) be a local Noetherian ring. The following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) A is a local regular ring, 
(2) H,,(KIA, M) = 0, n = 2,3, for all K-modules M, 
(3) H,(KIA, K) =O. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Let A be a Noetherian ring, Z an ideal of A, B an A-algebra, J = ZB 
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the extension of I in B and A”‘, B* the I-adic and J-adic completions of A and B 
respectively. Assume B is finite over A. Then there are isomorphisms 
H,,(B/A, M) G H,,(B* /A*, M) (n = 0,1,2,3) 
for all B* -modules M. 







Theorem 3.6. For a local Noetherian ring (A, m, K), the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) A is a complete intersection ring, 
(2) H,(KIA, M) = 0 for all K-modules M, 
(3) H,(K/A, K) = 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5 we may assume that A is a complete local ring. Thus the 
ring A is the quotient of a regular local ring R, A = R/J. Consider the Jacobi- 
Zariski sequence associated with R* A+ K and the K-module M 
. . .--, H,(K/R, M)+ H,(KIA, M) 
j H?(AIR, M)- H2(KIR, M)+. . . . 
Since R is a regular local ring, then H,,(K/R, M) = 0, n = 2,3. Thus 
H,(KIA, M) = H&AIR, M) 
Hence if A is a complete intersection ring, then J will be generated by an 
R-sequence and the theorem follows from Theorem 3.3. 0 
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